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Making our vision a reality
Enhanced focus on the energy transition in our strategic plan
Vision:
To advance the oil and gas industry’s environmental and social performance and contribution to
the energy transition in the context of sustainable development.
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Our strategy provides leadership for the global oil and gas
industry on advancing climate action, environmental
responsibility, social performance and mainstreaming
sustainability.
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Sustainability

Energy transition in the context of sustainable development
Pathways and elements contributing to a net-zero emissions future: bringing it all together
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Contributing
to a net-zero
future

Improving operations
Making operations fit for the future
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• Virtual workshop Methane science, regulations, voluntary initiatives and global
style
expectations
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• Methane Guiding Principles (IPIECA is a supporting organization) 10 best practice
Second level
guides webinar

• 4 methane webinars with SPE/OGCI/IOGP for 1H’21
• Joint project with OGCI/IOGP on developing Recommended Practices for
detection and quantification

• Methane glossary to cover natural gas value chain with IOGP/GIE/ Marcogaz

– Joint Flaring Management Guidance with World Bank GGFR and IOGP
•
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Update covers frameworks for O&G industry, governments and regulatory
bodies and member case studies
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Transparency and improving reporting on methane emissions
Guidance and support for investor and stakeholder communication
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IPIECA-API-IOGP Sustainability Reporting Guidance
– Module “Climate change and energy”
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– Regular updates to ensure alignment with other Frameworks
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Mapping oil and gas sector effort relating to measurement,
reporting and verification of methane emissions
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Thank you
Visit: www.ipieca.org
Twitter: @IPIECA
LinkedIn: IPIECA

